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Discused are foul- different approaches to the
evaluation of the implementation'of innovative courses. The first
approach i:- that of Al kin and his associates at UCLA. This group
...,,taphasiv,ed the need to collect information on the degree to which an
innovative course is imilvmented for the purpose of taking corrective
action to achieve full installation befote performance data are
c)llected. The :second approach is associated with the _work of
Stallings, who limited the evaluation to classrooms in which the key
elements of an innovation actually had beesn implemented by classroom
teachort:. The third approach emerged from the work of Hall and
I.oucks. It suggests eight levels of use oT an implementation. The
:oulth approach is the approach suggested by the author to maximize
th- information from experimental implementation cf innovative
courser, It regnAres completion of eleven stops. Assumptions,
lisadilantagef7 and advantaqe.7 of this approach are also discussed.
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Researchers ;Ind evaluators have increoingly come to realize that mAny
f.indings tha( innoy'ative.courses developed d6ring,thi' sixties are IA) better .CU and no worse than traditional ones may reflect fag lure to insure imple-
mentation of the innovati-Ve conrses Wtoe achievement is measured. One

.

consequence has heeti attc-nbion by researchers tothe problems associated s,with the hmilemelitjition of innovations. Among evaluators at least threedifferent approaches to t-problem have emeThed.

lho earliest of the three stems from the systems-orited evaluators
such 3,, tnw,e at. ULLA when Atkin was the: director-of they Center for the

c. .Study of Lvoluation.. This group emphasized the need. to collect informa-
tion on the (1ecilve to which an innovative course implemented for the
purpose of taking corrective action to achieve fibll installation before
p.'rformance data is co4lected. Although it is acknowledged 'that modifi-
cation of the original plan may be required, this approach makes the
unlikely assumption that LilLimately it will be possible to achieve uniform
implementation regardless of the number' and types of teafl7S
and it requires repetition kft the innovation until satisfactory, implementd-Lion has been achieved.

A second approach i s' pe.haps most closely associated with Re,seat"ch for
Metter Schools, ,1"nd particularly with the work of Stallings, who required
curriculum developOrs to specify key edementls of- an innovation,. then
limited the evaluation to classrooms in whici the key elements actually
had been implemented by classroom teachers. Tits, the possibility that
the achievement,measured was not a consequence of the innovation was minimi:ed. hut, the method requires training and supplying a large number of
teachers with the expectation of using data from only a small number, and
it re;Auires yes -no decisions concerning.:Che presence or absence of an
innova.tion. l'-he method would become. extremely ,eXpensive and cumbersorop
as the number of key elements in On innovative course increases.

A third approach is emerding from the work Q0: hall and Loucks at the
Texas Research and Development Cehter, Acre the.notion of measuring the'
relationship between student achievement and eight' "levelyof use" of an
implementation is being developed. Thl$ approach seems the most'proillsing
of the three; but Cie suggested scales Are genki,al and abs-tracti, and thus
unlikely to adapt easily and useful l.y to particular programs. Further,
the app(oach does not pr=Qytde information for the three major purpoSes for
which it ^Ixy useful 'to collect iwlement,3tion information.

1) Paper prows t theannual meeting of t'()Q International Council c)f
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the first of these purposffk, of greatest interest to school administrators,
and the one which the UCLA group had in mind, is to provide information
that will enable administrators to Lake whatever corecbige action is
necessary to'more fully implement the innovative course. The second of
these purposes; probably of greatest interest to parents and taxpayers,
is to provide accurate measurements of what an innovative program can
help studen,ts to achieve. .The third purpose, of greatest interest ;to
curriculum developers, is to develop a fund of generalizable knOwledge
useftiltethedevel'opmewtoffuOre innovative courses.

f

The assumptions, strengths and:weitInesses of the three .approaches dis-
cussed above suggest Sn approach to implementation, ev3luation designed to
meet all three purposes and thus to maximize the'information from experi-
Tiental implementation,orinnovmtive courses. This<ipproach requires com-
pletion of the steps discussed below.

I.:identify K key elements of the innovation. While any educational
program includes a large number: of elements, the number that make it inno-
vative and that'distinguish it from other programs will be relatively
small; The initial step in the approach being suggested is to require
identification of these key e.lements.

2. Determine a scale and method for measuring each key element. The
c4Oice between nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio scales, and between
such methods for determining thq extent to which the key element is present
as observation, interviews or questionnaires should be made based on
characteristics of each key eleMent.

3. Identify L levels of implementation of'each of the K elements.4 One
might colider the eight levels proposed by Hall and Loucks, or some other
'number, but it probably is necessary only to determine the scores on each
scale required l'.\o--,distinguish high, moderate and low implementation of the

or simil4Lfairly gross Categories:

t
.

4. De.ermine the number of teachers to be involved in-the trial. Assume
that eadi teacher wkll- choose to implement each of the K elements at one
of the L levels imiependently of one another. Identify the element_with
the largest number-Of levels of implementation and multiply this by the
minimum numbd.r of teachers (probably 5) that you assume as necessary for
statistical purposes, in each cell.

\

'5. Select a setting in which to implement the innovative course. The main
requirement is a single. 'educational. administrative unit with a sufficient

A number of teachers of the required type. Other requirements including
willingness to participate 'will, also have to be met but need not concern us
here.

6. Train teachers to implement the evaluation? The importance of involving
teachers in the planning and implementation of any innovative course has
emerged from research in this area. Thus, one shouldtxpect each individual
teacher to make unpredictable decisions as to how the innovation will be
adapted in each classroom. However, and this is the key point, this approach
permits, expects and even ehcourages each teacher to ma-ke-a fully independent
decision on the level at which each element of the innovation,ynd particularly
the key elements, will, be impl.kmented. Teachers should, however, be 'required

tJ
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to record their intention with respect to implementation of the K elements,
in terms of the scale for each (step 2) or the more grosS categories
(step 3). t

-' ,7. Implement the innovative courSe-1..-Selpct appropriate points at which
the implementation of each of the K elements will be measured, using the
scales designed in step 2. Where teachers have been unable to reach the
target levels they set for their own classrooms, administrators shduld beready to provide additional. resource so reach tnesorl.evels as quickly aspossible. For this purpose, a contingency fund mu t.. have been budgeted
from the beginning.

. .

8. Measure the achievement of each child. Use a criterion-referenced
measurement technique appropriate to the innovative. course, -collecting data rfrom all classes in which.oach participating' teacher installed the i nova- --tion to any degree:

,,.

9. ,-Anatyze data to determine .the contributibn to, achievement made by eachkey element, The. data on degree of implementatio&OT each key element of
the innovative course.can be analyzed through such Methods as Altiple
correlation's and multiple regression using. 8chievement Acores as the
dependent variable to obtain esti'mates,oftheeffecf of each key element onstudent achievement.

10. 'Conduct secondary_analysos. Addltion0 analyses.of the.data may be
conducted to explore possible differences in the 'importance of each 1(eyelement4for students differing on such groUndvas socioeconomic status,
ethnicity or' academic track. The intent to conduct these analyses must be
determined ii advance;-as they must'be taken into account when selecting
the setting i which the innovation will be implemented or during measure-
ment of student acnievement.

11. Interpret result of the experimental implementation of the innovative
course. WriteC..flie71mplvmenrafion evaluation report interpreting the
irobable relative contribution of each key element to achievement of.eachtype of student. \

-.

,
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The approach advocated above involves at least two important asd4mptions:
/1. That teachers will choose different levels at which implement

the variousrelements.of an innovative course.
,'2. That teachers will choose implementation levels inOpendently of one

another.,
/
,, .

7
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The approach advocated has At least two importan.t disadvantages:

1. It requirys a fairly substantial pilot effort--probably a-minimum of

r

1.3 teacher-5 and, therefore, in the H.S,./about 300 elementary school.
or a larger,number of secondary studeKl.s.

2. It"is complexi, technical and sti' little more than an idea and.
therefoi-e results almost inevit ly will be difficult to interpret andamblguo. ,/

C
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\e ComOnsating for'these. itages are some very important advantages:

1. More. often than not t .nimum number of teachers suggested above
will also be the maximuMAmb-Or required. ,

2. The expectation of diqerent levels of i0emeRtation eliminates the.
need for a control gro* and thus for many difficulties associated,

-

with this type of research, including,randomization, the assumption
at treatment and cob Y01 groups have.the same educiItional objecT

Lives and controlliflg 'contamination of treatment and control groups
while maintajning equivalency along such. dimensions as socie-'
econonA status.

,/

3. It is more realistic to take advantage of natural variation among
teachers than to 4.8.0 a model that reqdires all teachers to implement '

complex programs in the same way.

4'. Useful data is obtained regardless of the degree to which the inno-
vativejeurse is implemented by each teacher.

.).

5. Estiltes can be made mathematica,l-ty of the effects.of diffei'ent
degrees of. implementation of the innovative course. This can be done
for- spe ific types of students if proper care is taken in designing
the pilot implemtentatien.

l

t..
\..

6. There is no need to continually repeat the pilot implementation to
obtain heeded information. -

7. Infzrmation can 6e obtained that.'meetsirthq needs ,of a variety of
audietces who ridi4t be interested in. va'cious aspects of the inno-
vation.
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